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A method for analyzing single and multi-span g~bled 
frames using analysis charts is presented. This method 
requires considerably fewer computations than methods 
previously used (such as the moment distribution and 
s lope-deflection methods). Analysis charts are presented 
for s1ngle gabled frames having fixed or pinned ends at 
ground revel, and charts are also presented which can be 
used to efficently analyze multi-gabled frames. 
ii 
The data for the analysis charts were obtained using 
matrix techniques in conjunction vith the digital computer. 
These techniques are described. 
iii 
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The straieht lines of the walls and sloped roofs of 
gabled frames present a pleasant effect because.of the 
geometric pattern of the whole. Gabled frames have long 
been recognized as being efficient and economical and as 
providing a most · acceptable architectural form. Therefore, 
they have been widely used in churches, auditoriums, hangars 
and industrial buildings. However, the complexity of their 
analysjs and design has contributed significantly to their 
limited use. 
Procedures for solving gabled frames would be greatly 
simplified if one could present the neessary charts. Matrix 
algebra, a language that is both understood by structural 
engineers and relat·i vely easy to use in conjunction with 
digital computers, makes the development of such charts 
possible. Thus, matrix methods were used in this study to 
develop analysis charts for gabled frames. · 
In order to keep the charts as general as possible, 
multi-gabled frames are considered as a ·series of the two 
basic frames shown in Fig l.lc. Charts for the deflections 
and anGUlar rotatio11s of knee joints as functions of applied 
loads and moments are presented herein for practical single 
(basic) . frames. Coefficients can be obtained from the. 
2 
(a) A multi-gabled frame 
(b) Free bodies of a multi-gabled frame 
("c) Basic single f rames 
7ig 1.1. Structural treatment of multi-gabled frames. 
charts which enable two compatibility equations to be 
written at each interior knee joint . These equations 
form a s et of simultaneous equations whi ch can be solved 
for the forces and moments at the joints. After finding 
these forces and moments, t he whole structur e can be 
solved easily by r eferring to char ts for internal moments . 
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CHAPTER II 
REVI EW OF LI TERATURE 
During the decade just prior to the introduction of 
moment distribution (1920 ' s) , nearly all cont inuous f r ames 
f or which rigorous analyses \vere required, including gabled 
f rames, were analyzed using the slope- deflecti on method. 
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Both the moment dist ribution and slope- deflection methods are 
laborious in dealing with gabled frames. The method of 
column analogy , int r oduced by Pr ofessor Hardy Cross about 
the time that hi s method fo r di stributing moments was 
published ( 1930), provides a k i nd of enalysis vrhich is 
applic~bl e to i ndeterminate continuous frames with a redun-
dancy up to and including the thi r d degr ee . The method 
of column analogy is a very powerful tool in deali ng with 
single gab l ed frames . Unfortunately, without modificat ion 
the col umn analogy method cannot be used t o analyze multi-
gabled frames because of their high degr ee of i ndeterminacy. 
Present day practice for the design of multi-gnbled 
frames usually ut ilizes t he moment distribution or slope-
deflection method of analysis . The increasing availability 
of electronic computers may tend to increase the use of the 
slope--deflection method. This method is also an excellent 
means of obtai ning a better concept of how structures deform 
under loads. It seems to be a way for engineers to change t he 
problem i nto one more soluble , a:1d t hen , by physically 
imagi nable steps , to build up a sol1~ tio:1 of the problem . 
It is fortunate that slope- deflection eQuations can be 
expres~ ~d in matr i x form because matrix met !'.ods translate 
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st r uctural problems into compact mathemati cal forms which cr:-.n 
"be e l:: si l y used in conjunction 'd th digital computers. 
For the pr actical design of single gab led fr ames 
havi ng fixed or pinned ends at ground level , formul ;).S 
have been published by Kleinlogel (Ref 1) . KleinlOGel ' s 
method of design saves much time for structur al engineers 
because it el iminates the laborious co~putntions encountered 
in t he slope- deflection and moment distr ibution methods . 
Ho ivever, the formulas of Kleinlogel ' s method are quite 
lengthy. 
Nomog raphs for a single gabled f r ame having pinned 
ends of both columns wer e presented by Gillespie (Ref 2) . 
The pictorial char acter of the nomographs is helpful in 
the design of single gabled frames. However, this method 
cannot be used for the analysis of multi - gabled frames . 
To da te no short and convenient method for solving 
multi-gabled f r ames appears to have been present ed . r·:antell 
a.nd r\:arron (Ref 3) suggest an exte :~,sion of t he column 
analogy method for solving structures with more tha!1 three 
redundants by usinc multi-rings which are solved simultaneously 
This method does not have much advantage over ot her methods 
and may or may not be faster, depending on the geometrical 
shape of the structure. 
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From the discus: ;ion above i t is apparent that the 
analysis of multi-gabled frames usi ng methods p resently 
available is very tedious and l engthy . A much shorter and 
more convenient method is descr ibed in the following chapters. 
3.1 Introduction 
CHAPTER III 
A MATRIX METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
FOR GABLED FRAMES 
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Jl1at r ices and equations for the analysis of gabled 
frames are developed in this cha.pter. The tech~iques used 
to incorporate these matrices and equations into a computer 
progr am are al r.o described . 
The usual assumpt ions of frame analysis (see Art. 4.2) 
are made in this chapter. 
3 . 2 The stiffness matrix (K) for the tl-10 basic single 
f rames (Fi g l . lc) 
When the ends of every frame member are completely 
fixed, any displacement of a joint causes a similar displace-
ment of all the member ends attached to the joint. The force 
required to move the joint in a chosen direction is the sum 
nf the f orces required to move each of ' the member ends in that 
•. irection . The stiffness of the joint with respect to 
displacement in a given direction is the sum of the stiffness 
coefficients of the members adjacent to it. 
If all the directions sho\m in Fig 3.1 are assumed 
positive, then single symmetr~c~l gabled frames having fixed 
ends at the ground level have a stiffness matrix of the f orm 
given i n Eq 3 . l . 
(Pu)=(K)( U) (3 . 1) 
in which (Pu) is the column matrix of forces, (K) is the 
stiffness matr ix of the s tructure, (U) is the column mat rix 
of deformat ions . 
PI() 
(a) Direction of axes (b) Direc tion of forces 
Fi g 3.1 . 
The elements. of Eq 3 . 1 are shown in Eq 3 . la 
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in '\'lhich ~A is the displacement of member BA at the end B 
as indicated in Fig 3.1a and eBA is ·the angular rotation of 
member BA at the end B. Other terms in the column matrix of 
deformation a r e defined in a similar manner . 
If EI is constant i 0r the frame, Eq 3 . 1~ can be 






- E 0 0 0 0 0 
F 0 0 · 0 0 0 
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0 0 0 0 0 G 
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Eq 3.1b . 
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in which D :::.12/0( 3 
F= 4/ot 
G=8coscJ> 





Fig 3. 2. ·Length 
relationship. 
in 1·1hi ch ~ and 4> are indicated in Fig 3. 2. 
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The elements of the K matrix of Eq 4.lb are now func-
tions of the parameters " and q>. 
For the sinGle eabled frames having pinned ends at 
both columns, the stiffness of columns is different from 
that of fixed-ended columns. Therefore, all terms in the 
K matrix are the same except the terms for columns. The 
terms D, E, and F for columns with pinned ends have the 
follO'\ving form: 
F -=3/ d. 
For the second type of basic frame shovm in Fig l.lc 
(without member AB), the K matrix can be obtained merely by 
specifying zero values for the stiffness of column AB. 
Therefore, D = E = F == 0 for this type of frame. 
ll 
3. 3 The transformation matrix (G) fo r the deformations 
corresponding to the redundant displacement 
If the column mat rix (U ' ) represents the displacements 
of all of the j cJints, the relatioaship between (U') and (U) 
is 
(U) = (G)(U ' ) 
The geometrical displacement relat ionships of the joints 
of a structur e must be kno\vn before the G matrix can be 
\tlri tvm . For a gabled frame, the G matrix will now be 
derived . 
Consider t he frame sho~~ in Fig 3·3· If the movement 
a t joint D is restrained. and joint B is displaced a distar.ce 
XE to the right , then from the displacement diagram (Fig 3.3b), 
it is seen that 
Likewise , i f j oint B is r~strained and joint D is dis-
placed a distance XD to t he right ( Fi g 3.4), then 
1 Xc= 2 XD 
Yc=-~ XDctn4> 
The di splacement of all joints of the structure can no'\·T 
b · expressed as a combination of the previous two independent 
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Fig 3.5. Deflection relationship of joints. 
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The displacement relationships of joints (Eq 3.3 and 
Eq 3.4) are derived on the basis of the ·cioordinate· · 
system shown in Fig 3.6. However, the stiffness matrix K 
was derived using the coordinate system sho'm in Fig 3.1. 








Fig 3.6. Common axes. Fig 3.7. The two· coordinate 
systems at joint B. 
-In Fig · 3.7 it is s een that at joint B, 
x- Xcos~ - Ysin ~ 
y ==- Xsinf + Ycos~ 
where ~ is the angle between the two x-axes. 





As seen in Fig 3.3a, joint B is displaced ~ distance 
to the right with the result that· member BC moved a certain 
distance ~C (referring to its own axis).. The transformation 
relationship at this joint is thus 
-sin$\fE\ 
coso/\o) 
or ~c- ~cos~ 
since ~~90~ ~ 
Fo r convenience, let 
A = ~c= ~sin <t> 
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As previously derived , the displacement of member CB 
in the xCB direction ( referring to its own axis) due to Xa 
is 
xCD- XCcos~ -YCsin~ 
Substituting Eqs 3 . 3 and .3 .4 in the above equation gives 
1 1 XCB• 2~COSf - 2~ctn~Sin~ 
1 ( . cosz~) 
XCB'" 2~ Slnct>- si n14> . 
1 
xCB = 2~ ( 2sin41-csc~) 
For convenience , let 
B- xe13- ~~ ( 2sin41- csc4>) (3 . 6) 
The displacement of member Cb in xeD di rection,as shown 
in Fig 3 . 8 , is 
Therefore, 
- 1 1 xcn= 2~sinc;- 2~ctncc cosot 
1 . cost< 
xcn· 2~(sln~+ sina) 
•1 
xco= 2~csc cV 
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Fo r convenience, let 
( 3 . 7) 
As in Fig 3.4, if joint D is displaced XD distance to 
the ri ght , xDC ' xCD and xCB can be fo und using .the same 
idea and procedure, i . e ., 
xnc= - A 
XCD~ - B 
xcB= -C 
Now the matrix equation U=GU~ can be written {Eq 3.8). 
0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 LSD 







0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 C -B 
0 0 0 0 -A 
LS DC 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -1 




Fig 3.8. Member 
CD referring to 
common axes. 
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3.4 Final Matrix Equations 
The final forces (and moments) in the frame are the sums 
of the fixed-end forces and the co rresponding forces due to 
joint dnf0rmat ions , i .e . , 
p ... p+r 
0 u 
In Eq 3. 9 P is the column matrix of internal forces (includ-
ing moments) , P0 i s the column matrix of fixed- end fo rces 
(including moments), 'and P is the forces due to deformations 
U· 
as defined in Eq 3.1. 
Substituting Eqs 3.1 and 3. 2 into Eq ~·9 yields 
P .. P + .KGU ' 
0 
(3 .10) 
Since the transformat ion matrix necessary to transform 
member fo rces (includi ng moments) to exter nal forces (includ-
ing mr:·~· ents ) can be shown to be GT (Ref 4), Eq 3. 11 ca.n be 
written . 
(3 . 11) 
in which F is the column ·mat rix of external forces (including 
moments) acting at t he joints of ~he s t r ucture. 
Substituting Eq 3. 10 into .Eq 3.11 and s olvi ng fo r U' 
gives 
Substituting Eq 3.12 i nto Eq 3.10 gives 
P= P +KU(GTKG)-l(F-GTP ) (3.13) 
0 0 
Matrix Eqs 3.12 and 3.13 were coded into a computer 
program. 
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Since all the matrices are functions of two prameters, 
namely ~ and ~, if unit forces (including moments) are used 
as external forces (including moments), then values of U' 
and P can be plotted in the form of ~alysis charts. Such 
charts appear in the Appendix B. 
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CHAPTER IV 
STRUCTURAL TREAMENT OF MULTI-GABLED FRAMES 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a method of analyzing multi-
gabled frames utilizing the analysis charts derived in the 
manner outlined in Chapter III and shown in t he Appendix B. 
4.2 Assumptions 
1. The material of the f rame obeys Hooke's l avT . 
2. Defo rmations due to axial forces are negligible. 
3. Frames of the type shoWn in Fig 4.lb are symmetrical 
about the vertical center line and frames of the 
type shown in Fig 4.1c have rafters of equal length 
and opposite slope. 
4. EI is constant for each single frame. 
5. Joints are rigid. 
6. Deflections are small. 
4.3 Sign Convention 
All forces shown in Fig 4.1 are considered positive and 
deformations are positive in th~ directions corresponding to 
positive forces. 
4.4 Structural Analysis 
A two-span gabled frame bubjected to a wind load · 
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(Fig 4. 1a) is used to illustrate the procedure of analysis. 
(a) 
(b) Free Body -I (c) Free Body II 
Fig 4.1. A two span multi-gabled frame, ·. 
The structure is analyzed by considering t he t~ro basic 
frames shown in Fig 4.1b and Fig 4. lc. 
From Free Body I (Fig 4. lb), equations for deflection 
and aneul ar rotation at. D can be written, i.e., 
l:l - Cl t- A .f.- 6M D \0 p 
e.P- 9w+ e, ~ 9..-1 
in which A is the total deflection at D, 
D 
(4 . 1) 
(4.2) 
6 is def l4ction due to ext ernal loads except M and 
""' 
P, 
~ ... is deflection due to M, 
6 is deflection p due to P, 
eJ) is 
' 
total .angular rotation at D, 
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9w is angular rotation due to external loads except 
M and P , 
e,.. is angul ar ro tation due to M, 
Sp is angular r otation due to P. 
Lik ewi se, from Free Body I I (Fig 4-lc), equations for 
defl ection and angular ro tation at D' can be ·written. 
A' p (4 .3) 
(4.4) 
where the primed quantities represent the defo rma t ions of 
Fr ee Body II. 
Due to continuity, it)o = A; and eD -·eo. Therefor e , 
Llw+ 6M -tAp= A: +~'M -t A', {4 .5 ) 
e...., + eM + a,- e~ + e;.. t o; ( 4. 6) 
Using the analysis chart s , .Aw, A~, 19w and e~ can be 
found for the known loads. Also from the charts, the 
remaini ng ~'s and e's can be found in terms of the unknowns 
M and P. 
Eqs 4. 5 and 4.6 can then be organi zed into the form of 
Eqs 4.7 and 4.8 respectively. 
c, + F,CM) -t ~. (P)= 0 
Ct_-t- J:t(M) 1" t="1 (P)= 0 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
Now, Eqs 4.7 and 4.8 can be solved for M and P. 
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After finding M and P, the whole structure can be 
solved merely by adding the internal moments caused by 
external forces including M and P as found from the analysis 
charts. 
In general, two equations of the form of Eqs 4.7 and 
4.8 can be written at each joint in a multi-gabled frame. 
These equations can then be solved for the force and moment 
at each joint. Two example problems are shown in Chapter V 




5.1 I ntroduction 
This chapter shows the method of analyzing gabled frames 
using analysis charts. A single span gabled frame and a 
. I 
multi-gabled frame ~re analyzed. 
5.2 E4runple 1 
. 
Find the joint moments of the structure at A, B, D and 
E in Fi g 5.1~ EI is constant. 
Procedure: 




and ~E = -0.10 
Therefore, 
f~~ -0.12(10)(20)--24k' and 
M =- -o.lO(l0)'(20)= -·2o~<' DE 
Prom chart F.2, 
Therefore , 
MED 
and -- -0.187 PL 




ol.= -= 0.(5 ~0 
L-- '.) o' I 1... • I 
Fig 5.1. A single 
gabled frame. 
-h 
Anower for MED given on p. 240 of Kinney's book (Ref 5) is 38:<' 
5.3 Example 2 
Find the moments at the knee joints of the two span 
gabled frame shown in Fig 5.2.· EI is constant. 
40' 
- K W,- \.G -ft 
cp:::ZG 4 
ol.= 1 ;=o.)7~ 40 








----- ....,. __________ , __ ... -·· -·-···- _.,. 
(a) 
(c) Free body II 





(A) Find the deformat ions at joint D' of Fr ee body I 
(Fig 5. 2b) . 
1. Fo r the 16~ concentrated load (from chart P .7), 
2. For the uniform load w ( from charts P.l2 and P.l3), 
~ _ (0 . 045-0. 015),vL4 _ o .03wL4 and 
- EI - EI 
e- (- 0 . 043 - O) wL3 =- 0 . 043l·rL3 
- EI EI 
3 . Fo r the unknown concentrated load P (from chart P.8), 
A: -0.14PL3 and e~ O. l4PL 2 
EI EI 
4. Fo r the unknown moment M (from chart P.lO), 
A - O.l4ML2 
~- EI and A
- - 0.37ML 
- EI 
The total deformations at D' are therfore 
J\ 0 1 ==Ei( - 0 .09 t l6)L3+ 0.03wL4- O.l4PL3+ O. l4ML2 ) 
9D~~Ei( 0.07(16)L2- 0 . 043wL3+ o.l4PL2- 0 . 37ML) 
(B) Find the deformations at joint D of Free body II 
(Fig 5 . 2c). 
1. For the unknown concentrated load P (from chart P.l6), 
A _ 0.02PL3 and 
~- EI 
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2. Fo r the unknown moment M (from chart P.l8), 
2 ~ c 0 . 033f.IL 
and 9 _ o .13r11 EI EI 
3. Fo r the uniform load w (from charts P.l4 and P . 15) , 
A- ( 0 .005- 0 . 006 )wL 4 _ 
- t:I -
e = (O . Ol2E~.007)wL3 _ 
- O. OOlwL4 
ji;l and 
4. Fo r the 16 ~ concentrated load (from chart P . 17) , 
A_ 0 .02(16)1 3 
~- EI and e
_0.035 (16) L2 
- EI 
The total deformations at D are therefore 
L\,=Ei(0 . 02PL3 t 0.033ML2 - O. OOlwL4+ 0 .02(16)13) 
8n=Ei(0.034PL2+ 0.131'>11+ 0 . 005w13+ 0.035(16)12 ) 
(C) Apply the equations of continuity. 
1. t:J~, = 6 'J) : 
- 0 .09(16)1 3t 0 . 03w14 - O. l4P13 t O.l4N1 2 = 
0 . 02P13 ~ O. 33JI1L 2-0 . OOlw1 4 -+ 0.02( 16 )1 3 
This equation reduces to 
-0 . 21- O.l6P+ O. l07M= 0 ( 5 . 1) 
2. 9.z,, = e n = 
0 .07(16)1 2 - 0.0 43w1 2 t O.l4P12 - 0 . 37ML = 
0 . 034P12+ 0.13~11 +0.005w12t 0 . 035(16)13 
This equation reduces to 
-2. 521 + O.l06P1- 0 . 5M = 0 . (5.2) 
3. Solving Eqs 5 .1 and 5.2 gives 
K' M ==-5. 51= -220 and P, ==-3.53 K 
(D ) Compute final moments. 
1. M.?G due tow i s (from charts P.5 and P.6), 
(0.09-0.09)(1.6)(.40 ) 2-- 0 
From the static equilibrium of Free body I, 
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MFG due to l~ is zero and MFG due to the concentrated 
loads at j oint F and D' is 
( 16-3.53 )( 15 )= 187 Kl 
Therefore , t he total moment at MFG is 
0 + 0 + 0 + 187 = 187 t< I 
2. V~A due toP is (from chart P.l), 
-0.145 (-3.35 )1= 0.5121= 20 . 5 Kl 
MBA due toM is (from chart P.2), 
-0.33( - 220)=72.5 ~/ 
~~A due tow is (from chart P.3), 
( - 0 . 07+ 0 .02)w12= - 0 .05(1. 6)1 2= -1281< 1 
'I< . ~A due to 16 is (from P.l), 
-0.23(1 . 6)1= ·-~.681 =-147 kt 
Therefore, the total moment at ~A is 
20.5+72.5 +128+147=-182 t< ' 
Kinney (Ref 5, p.425) worked the problem using moment 
distribution. He found MFG=l87K' and MD,~-213~' Due to the 
slight i naccuracy involved in reading the charts , the moments 
:found from the chart analysi's differ sligtly from those 





A method of analyzing gabled frames has been presented 
whi cl1 utU tzes analysis charts. The· simplici ty of this me-
thod lies in t he ~tructural treatment of breaking down all 
mul t j -~;abled frames into two basic frames, and the tv10 basic 
indeterminate frames are used ·as primary s t ructures with 
known values of the external loads vs. internal forces. 
The · advantages of · this method are summarized: 
1. The analysis charts present a perspective for under-
standing the behavior of gabled frames. 
2. The method is fas te r than any other • . 
3. A computer is no t necessar~ly required, even when 
dealing with multi-gabled frames. 
4. Economical structures can be chosen easily by 
following the trend of analysis charts. 
An argument certainly exi sts as t o the future value of 
these charts because of the increasing availablity of compu-
ters~ The author is well aware that the whole structur e of 
a -mul ti - gabled f rame could be s olved theoretically by compu-
ters, but the applicability of computers in the desi en office 
is s everely limited by economic and practical considerations. 
The multi-gabl~d frame causes two distinct types of analysis 
difficulties: first, the definition of the problem requires 
29 
the speci f ication of a lot of data and, second, a large 
computer storage capacity is needed to analyze frames which 
have a number of bays. The smallest computer could be used 
sufficiently for solving a number of bays with the aid of 
these analysis charts. 
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SAMPLE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
::~ '- r s T P R r 1 i T E R ··., :··.: ~··} ~ 
~::i\ ll ST tl.T ct"lEiH iO:AP 




/i) ; ) 
THI S IS A GEf,lERAL PR OG. OF A GASLEO FRANE iHTH . COI•!ST t\H T .CROSS .· 
SECT IONS ;.\f\ '[) PH: :·-!EO .i~T THE Ef\!D · ( II !i !Vt\ RYI NG Ph i FR Oh 10 TO 6 0 
--
;J.i\1 [) VAFZY L!D 1~ LP FR01·i O.L TO 2.0, I.'·! \I HICH ALP T Ii''icS rf-iE . SP ;.V·l L 
=T H~ HEIGTH OF THE . ::Jr_uri :-i . TH E UN.IT F.O RCES(H--l C't~·uDP 1 G i·1 0NEI'-HS) 
.f.\CT I NG AT E/\CH Jop:r SUCCESIVt:LY'. 
0 F 1 ENS I ON PO ( 12, 1 ) , ,( ·c .5 , 1 ) , G ( 12., 5) , GT ( 12 , 12) , Ui<' ( 12 , 12 ) , . 
1 A< 12, 12 1 , s < 12, 12 > , c:c4o, s l , o·c 4·o., 5l, r> < 12, 1.> ,_ E rs; 1 -k . 
DrJ 1999 IJI\=1,5 . , ·· :· ~ :~~~ . . - ,._,.• :,_'-·\: .:.~; -:;., : <_/:_: :-~'- .. ·-·.< .. . - .. -... 
on 6 66 I=l,5 
X(I 7 1)=0.0 
~ (I J K 7 1)=l.O 
IJU 5 55 I=1, 12 
PO ( l 7.i)=O.O 
L= S . 
J·: = 12 
PH=l O.O 
DO 9999 !!!=1,6 
P rU 1 ~ T 101, PH 
t d ~~ i-1 AT ( 6.X , 3 H PH= , 




~- .. ! 
. \ • • A ~ ·, 
... 
.. 
·'." : : .f_ 
L~~- 1 , 
·~---...-~ 
0 0 9 9t; JJJ=l,lO 
1\ L P =;\L 
AD = ~.U/ALP**3 
AE =3 .U/ALP**2 
AF= 3 .0/ALP 
Computer program used to analyze 
frames of the type shown ·~above. :·Programs 
used for other types ·fr&Dies are similar 
AG =B.U*CGSF(? HI) 
AH =24.0*CDSF(PH!)**2 
~ I= 96.0*COSF(P H I)**3 
UIJ Z OO I=l, 1 2 
2 00 J=l,l 2 
'(;•'r . •,·• 
in nature. · ' ·· 
··: .' . 
. _- ·.,:.~~-<:, ~~ .. 
~.. ::~ ~· .. ·-. ·~.'. ;,: . 
.-







































UK (l 7 l)- tW 
UI\(1 7 ~)=-AE 
UK C2,1)=-,~E 
UK ( 2 , 2 ) - /\ F 
UK(3,3)=AG 
Ul< ( 3 , 4 ) = .li.H · 
Ul< ( 3 ,5 ) -- /.\ H 
UK (3 ,6 )= 0 . s~:~ t\ G 
. UK (4, 3 )= M~ 
UK(4 14}- A I 
UK(L~,S)=-A I 
UK ( ~~ , 6 ) = A H 
U!\(5,3}=-AH 
Ul<.._l :>, 4)- t.\1 
Ul<(5 7 5)= A I 
. UK(5,6)=-I-\H 
UK(6,3)=0.s~::A G 
U.K ( 6, 4)= AH 
UK(6,5)=-AH 
UK ( 6, 6) = t1G 
UI<(7 7 7)= AG 
UK(7, 8 )= M-l 
UJ<(7,9)=-AH 
UK ( 7, 10 ) = 0 . 5 ~:: i4 G 
UK(8,7)= AH 
UK(8., 8 )= AI 
UK(8,9)=- iU 
UK ( 8 , 10 ) = i\ 1-1 
UK ( 9 , 7 )'= - A H 
U I< l 9 , 8 ) = - 1-\ I 
Ul< l 9 , 9 ) = 1\I 
U K ( 9 , 1 0 ) = - 1\: l 
U I< ( 1 0 , 7 ) = 0 • ::> ;:~ A G 


















Ul< ( l U , ':J ) - 1-'H 
. UK(lO , l O) = AG 
. 
DO 3 0 0 1= 1 , 12 ' 
DO 3 0 0 J- 1 , 5 
300 G ( l ,J) =O . O 
AA/\= SI NF ( P HI) 
6 B B- 0 • 5 ~:q 2 • 0 ~:~ S H ; ,- "( ? H I ) - l • 0 I S I ~ ·~ F ( P H I l l 
CCC =-o . 5 ::q 1 . 0 / S i i-! F ( PHI)) 
G(l 7 4 )= l . O 
'·· G ( 2 , U = l . O 
G(3 7 l) = l . O 
G ( 4 , 4· l = A A.A. 
G ( 5 , 4 )= 8aa 
G ( 5 , 5)=- CCC 
G ( 6 , 2 )= l . O 
G ( 7 7 L )- l . O 
'· G ( S , ' :- >=ccc 
. G( 8 , 5 )=-88B 
' 
G ( 9 , 5 )--M\A 
~ " G ( l0 , 3 )= l. O 
G(l l 7 5 )=-1 . 0 
GC12 , 3 )- 1 . 0 
' ., P R I NT 10 , L, h 
' · 
P R I rlT 30 , ( ( G ( I , J ) ; J= 1, L ) , I= 1, i·i ) 
P R I i' 1 T 4-0 , ( ( UK ( I , J ) , J- l, _i·l ) , I - 1 , i·1 ) 
:~~- P. R H JT 60 , ( X (I ,. l l, I = l , Ll" 
.. PR I i~~!- --~Q _t_ { PO ( I , 1), I = lJ i"l ) . ~ .. 
DO 2 I = 1 , i·~ 
DO 2 J =l , L .. 
I 2 t\ ( I, J l= O . O 
Ci'. LL f/1 TX H PY ( UK , G , fl. , i·; , H, L , 1 2 , 12 ) 
DO 3 I= 1, i· l 
DO 3 J= l~L 
I 3 GT( J, I ) =G (l, J ) I 










----- '~ G ( I , JJ - o . o 
C ALL 1·tT Xi:i P Y ( GT, A, B , L , N,L,l 2 , 12 ) 
-
DO 5 I = l,L 
DO 5 J - l , L 
5 C CI, Ji= C (I , J ) 
C AL L U JVRT ( C , L , l . O E- l O , OE L , LtO ) 
DO 6 I - l ,L 
. ~ ' 6 B (I,l) =O . O 
CALL i·iT X i'~ P Y ( G T , P 0 , S , L , l·i , l , 1 2 , 1 2 ) 
DO 11 I - 1 , 5 
{ r. 11 E( I 7 l )=X ( I 7 l) - B l i ,l) 
''l P R I NT 16 · 
DO 7 I - l ,L 
-
DO 7 J :::l, L ·, 
7 D (l , J) =O . O 
C AL L iHXtW Y ( c ' E ' fJ ' L ' L ' l ' L~O ' 5 ) 
P R I NT 70 , ( I , D(l ,l), I = l , 5 ) 
DO 8 I = 1 , r11 
-8 6 (1 7 1>-0 . 0 
· C .ll. LL HTXHPY ( A' D' B ' J'1' L ' l '1 2 ' L~O ) 
P R u n 1 8 
DO 9 I - 1 , i·l 
9 P ( I, l ) =PO ( I , l ) + B ( I , 1 ) 
P R I fi T 7 0 , ( I, P ( I , l), I=1 1 H) 
PA= - ( ~ ( 2 , 1 ) +? ( 1 7 1 } * AL P ) 
P E = 1) ( j_ J , 1 ) ~:~ /4 L P - P ( 1 2 , 1 ) 
P R l t ' T S· O , p ~. ' PE 
l 0 F Q \<,; I r\ -,· ( 2 I 5 ) 
~ 
3 0 FO Ri-. ;:.,·1· ( 1 0X ~ 2 HG =, 5~ 1 0 . 3 ) 
L~O F ORi-': ;~·. T ( 9 X 7 3HUK = 7 6 F 10 . 3 ) 
60 F o 1-zt·! :~ .. l ( 1 0X 7 2 HX -, 5Fl0 . 3 ) 
5 0 F u IZ I I,:·. ' j' ( 9 X 7 J HP0 = , 6 F1 J . 3 ) 
- 1 6 t= G:~~·i;~-. T ( Ill 6H tJi\ LT S II 8 X, 2 2 H I 
1 8 F O r~ . i 1-1 l ( I I I 7 i-l FO i~C ES I 8 X1 2i. H I 
7 0 F ORI !t·.'!. ( 9 )~ 1 I L:- , ir ;~ 1 2 1 :3 • S ) 
9 0 r= C' ;·~ . i :-'. T ( 5 )( , 3: : P !1 = , ~ 1 ,; o ~ ~ , 5 X , 3 H P ;~ = , E 1 g e ~~ ) 
-- - - --
-
DA L T ( I ) I ) 
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.. , 
• ('-J 0 
' ~ 1--• o .- w w 1-1 
:.::l .-1 ::::J + ~ >< 
+ 1-- 7 ,.r: :~ w 
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ot for MDE 
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ol for MDE 
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~ - ~ -0.04 
0.8 
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o( for rvrED 
1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.? 
c?a c. t ...- ~ 1) M 
'- .J 
"6 













0.6 0.8 1.0+0.1 
o< for MAB 
Chart F.4 
1.0 0.8 









ol for MDE 
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.• - + 
' ~ 
0.6 











0 . 2 
0 . 1 
0 . 0 
0 . 2 
0 . 8 
0. 4 
'' . ..~D 
0 . 6 
0 . 6 
Chart F. 6 . 
0 . 8 
0 . 2 
0 . 1 
0 . 0 
1 . 0 
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0. 16 1 . 0 
fr W+t~ r 
it ~ 
1-l· ' 
' 0 . 12 
i 
0 . 08 
0.04 
o.oo 
- 0 . 04 ~ 
0 . 2 








~ f o r I·:Dli' }J 
0 . 6 
0 . 6 
Chart F .?. 
0 . 4 
0 . 8 
0.12 
0 .08 
0 . 04 
0.00 
- 0.04 
1 . 0 
44 
45 
c< for -· l'i 
:·::> 
.o 0 . 8 0 . t) 0 . ? 
0 . 32 
0 . 2~ 0 . 24 
0 . 16 0 . 16 
;~AB V.,D J.'J 
\·;1z wLz. 
0.08 0.08 
0 . 00 
0 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 6 0 . 8 1 . 0 
Chart .2 . 8 . 
·or t:.,D ' 
... 
PL 
Chart P . 9 . 
0 . 4 0 . 2 
0 . 4 
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1 . 0 0.8 
- 0 . 4 
0 7 
- . ;; 
I~l' ... 
• \ r 
.. 
..  
- G. 2 
- 0 . 1 
0 . 2 0 . 4 
,.. .ro ~ 
'-"' - .·. 7 ' 
0 . 6 
0 . 6 
for .· . ..,,... 
.i!V 
Chart F . 12 . 
0. 4 
0 . 8 
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0 . 2 
- 0. 4 
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- 0 . 1 
1 . 0 
0 . 12 
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for- M '""" l)' 'II Ji. n: 
'7Prl c:; L. . - L W L 't. H- ~hl R= . j 
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0 . 12 
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~ for I~G 
Chart F . l3 . 
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] . o I 0 . 8 0. 6 0.4 1 . 0 
-0 . 3 
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- 0 . 1 
r ~~~ f:t~r 1 ~t JE 
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..._..;;; f-~ .,_ L"'-. · 7~ I+H 'i£.ifi ~ r4~ · 'i' f.;J. H· 
! lh±t T ... b ~ . :.t-t -~ l=i - 0 . 1 
-~ - ~t....~ ~J:"' ~ -~ ~- lt ; ~: l:i ~ K ~ h :;:j-.: ~- ~l.-E ~ . r= 
~~ ~-:.. .:::=:"-~~~:b.t_rJ o• . .... : li ~Ej; -~ ~,.. K -4 ~· .j. 
0 . 0 
~~~~~~ ~~ ~ · ~~t : ->.• li 
~·~ 4 N. R· 
~ o.o 
~ i!, -~ ~~ n ~t.n 
~ ~ · uft It 1=1: l t Ft;;::: 
1  ~f ~ ~ H-+ H-: 11 ~ 
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Chart F.14. 
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0 . 2 
o< for 9 
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0 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 6 0 . 8 1 . 0 
o1. for A 




0 . 8 
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VITA 
John (Chung- Su) Ma was born in Checkiang , China , on 
August 15, 1939, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Mark F. Ma. He 
moved to Taiwan, China with his parents in June 1949. He 
graduated from Taipei Ta Tung Hieh School in June 19)7. 
Jn 
I~ September 1957 he enrolled Chung Yuan Institute of 
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Technology and Science from whi ch he was award ed the degree 
of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering in J une 1962. 
After graduation, he served as a second lieutenant with 
the Chines Air Force for one year. During that time his 
work was in airport const ruction. In July 1963 he went to 
Taiwan Provincial Chiayi Vocational High School as a teacher 
of Surveying and Construction. In July 1964 he s t arted to 
work in Taiwan Taipei Architectural Office as a junior 
designer unt il he came to the United States. 
The author came to the United States on September 20, 
1964 and studied English at Park College , Parkville, Missouri 
until December 1964. 1 n :F'ebruary 1965 he entered the 
University of Missouri at Rolla, ma jor ing in Civil Engineering. 
During the summer of 1965 he was .. employed by Arnold R. Kline , 
Consulting Engineering Office as a draftsman in New York . 
